
‘Reversing the Cycle of Abuse’



What is Fostering Compassion?

• A humane education project unique in its approach to 

addressing the links between animal abuse, child abuse and 

domestic abuse.

•Our animal and nature themed activities are specially designed 

to help the children see animals as sentient beings who can 

share similar emotions and feelings as them – turning any 

worrying behaviour, towards animals often as a result 

of their own abuse and neglect, into nurturing and 

compassionate behaviour – Reversing the cycle of abuse.

“The Fostering Compassion activities helped us discuss 

difficult subjects like neglect in children, through the shared 

stories of neglect in animals.  The project has really helped us 

overcome some major obstacles.” Kinship Carer
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•Through sharing the stories of rescued animals’  the children gain a greater 

understanding of their own circumstances – the animals’ stories often providing a 

platform for the children to open up about their own abuse and neglect



Children referred to Fostering Compassion to
date have achieved these positive outcomes:

 Improved feelings of self-worth, self confidence and self esteem

 Increased compassion and empathy

 Sense of empowerment learning that their feelings matter and they can make a 

difference with their actions

 Better understanding of personal circumstances

 Developed understanding of how a loving and caring 

environment will help them thrive

 Understanding of why they were sad, frightened, couldn’t 

sleep or had nightmares

Simply be children in a safe and fun environment and 

not feel ‘different’

Awareness of how their own actions affect others

Focusing on positives and positive thinking

Improved creative skills and dexterity

Learning about health and wellbeing

 Coping tools and techniques for the carers 

to continue at home. 



Our workshops and activities......
Are attended by children and 
caregivers as a family unit

Bring separated siblings 
together

Provide a safe place where children and caregivers can come together have 
fun, achieve a sense of identity, feel less isolated and find friends and a 

valuable network of support

Domestic animals, farm animals, working animals
and wild animals.



‘Hollydays’ and ‘Mr T’s Tickles’ Workshops

The children learn how rescue dog Holly, 
wasn’t looked after properly in her early 
years and had a number of different 
homes... 

...How she eventually found a new and 
happy home where she was loved, 
nurtured and cared for and consequently 
thrived. 

The children naturally draw parallels with their
own circumstances. 

Mr T – the Puppy in a Pensioner’s Body!

How can you tell he’s older?
What might the needs of older dogs be?
What might comfort an older dog being rehomed?
How it can be harder to get homes for older dogs

‘Barking for biscuits’ 



Compassion Element and 
Gifts of Compassion

Some of the organisations 

receiving our boxes:

EDCH

Staffie Smiles

The Maggie Fleming

Animal Hospice

All 4 Paws Clinic

SSPCA

Any Dog’ll Do

Dogs Trust

All4Paws Team Buster enjoying his

‘Box of Comfort’



Animal Heroes Human Heroes





letters

Letters to the doggies

“I hope you like your placement”



Craft activities and tools and 
techniques to continue at home

Building on positive behaviour changes taking 

place during workshops

Memory Jar Gratitude Tree

Emotions 
Tree

Forget-Me-Not
Tree



Lily’s Story

“I hung my Dreamcatcher up in 

my bedroom and my nightmares 

stopped!” 
Child in Kinship Care

“Initial results from the Fostering Compassion study which used pre- and post-test 

evaluation design are very promising. Children who participated in Fostering Compassion 

workshops showed significant improvements in their belief in animal minds (Child-BAM),

animal welfare knowledge, attachment to animals, and attitudes towards cruelty. These 

findings indicate that the workshops improve children’s orientations towards animals and 

are likely to reduce the likelihood of these children being cruel to animals in the future".

Professor Jo Williams

Professor of Applied Developmental Psychology

Director of the Centre for Applied Psychology



"In the single workshop that Fostering Compassion 
delivered to our P4, 5 and 6 pupils, the impact on 
the children is still evident to this very day. The 
children were welcomed into a safe environment 
where they were able to share their worries, fears, 
likes and dislikes. The children were supported by 
the Fostering Compassion team to explore emotions 
and feelings that they are uncomfortable with and 
at times don't want to talk about. We'll be working 
with Fostering Compassion and the dogs again in 
the future and look forward to more children and 
families benefitting from this great work."  

Fiona Hayes Principal Teacher, St Martins 

RC Primary School, Tranent, East Lothian



“Children are usually curious. Fostering Compassion 
guides and encourages curiosity. Children have a 
chance to recognise needs and feelings in moments 
of being with animals. This sort of understanding is 
rarely achieved through words. Play, fear, hunger, 
cold, protective instinct, sleepy irritability, care, 
affection, isolation, separation, need…. each 
child sees and feels their own associations, given 
the chance to spend time with animals. Fostering 
Compassion is a bridge for these connections.” 

James Cox

Children and Families Lead
Social Work Scotland
&
Professional Adviser

Scottish Government Child Protection



Oscar’s Story



Craig’s story

“My mummy didn’t feed me 
either.”

“Did the bears get hit if they 
were naughty?”



“It must go to a dog that needs it 
not just a dog that wants it.”

Craig’s story

“I can’t be kind to myself, 
that’s selfish.”





Fostering Compassion

www.fosteringcompassion.org
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